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Let G be a compact abelian group, acting u-weakly continuously as a group of *- 
automorphisms a on a von Neumann algebra S’. We give necessary and sufficient 
conditions for a to be inner, based on the structure of the lattice of projections in 
the center of the fixed-point algebra. As an application, we show that if a satisfies 
a spectrum condition with respect to a suitably chosen positive semigroup in the 
dual of G, then a is inner, and the implementing unitary representation can be 
chosen with positive spectrum. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A W-dynamical system .F is a triple (2, G, a), where &? is a von 
Neumann algebra, G is a locally compact abelian group, and 
a: G -+ Aut(S), is a suitably continuous representation of G on 5? by *- 
automorphisms. The study of V-dynamical systems is one of the most 
active areas of research today in operator algebras, and has applications to 
quantum field theory and statistical mechanics (cf. [8, 11 I). One of the first 
interesting results in this area was obtained by Borchers in 1966 [2]. He 
studied one-parameter dynamical systems (9, IR, a). These arise in certain 
formulations of quantum field theory, where SP is the algebra of local obser- 
vables, and a represents the time evolution of the system. His theorem is: if 
5%’ is realized on a Hilbert space X, if a is implemented by a unitary group 
U in Rep(G, Z) (the set of all strongly continuous unitary representations of
G on Z’), and if sp U is positive (corresponding to positive energy), then 
there is a V E Rep(G, Z), such that V implements a, V, E 9 for g E G, and 
sp V is positive (if such a V exists, we say F is [0, oo)-inner). Borcher’s 
original proof was nonconstructive, but in 1972 Arveson and Borchers 
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independently produced constructive proofs. Arveson showed that a one- 
parameter dynamical system is [0, co)-inner if and only if a certain spectrum 
condition holds (Theorem 3.1, below). The main result of this paper is that if 
we replace R by an arbitrary compact abelian group G, and [0, co) by a 
suitable positive semigroup in the dual group of G, then an analogue of 
Arveson’s theorem holds (Theorem 6.16). 
In Section 2 we review the basic definitions and results concerning spectral 
subspaces of w-dynamical systems, with emphasis on the central role 
played by the spectral eigenspaces in the case of a compact group. In 
Section 3 we define the notion of a positive semigroup for an arbitrary 
locally compact abelian group, and define a spectrum condition that 
generalizes those of Arveson [ 1, Theorem 3.11 and Olesen [22, 3.5.51. We 
show that if C is a positive semigroup in the dual group Z of G, and 
R = (.W, G, a) is C-inner, then F satisfies the C-spectrum condition 
(Proposition 3.6). 
In Section 4 we are concerned with compact V-dynamical systems 
(those for which G is compact). Two sets of necessary and sufficient 
conditions for a compact IF-dynamical system to be inner are given 
(Theorems 4.9 and 4.19). These conditions depend on the structure of the 
lattice of projections in the center of the fixed-point algebra 
(A E 2 ] a,(A) = A Vg E G}. We also show that if E is a positive semigroup 
in Z, and if F is inner, then ST is L-inner if and only if F satisfies the .Y- 
spectrum condition (Corollary 4.14). Section 5 is concerned with examples of 
compact w-dynamical systems that arise from discrete crossed products, 
and their relation to the results in Section 4. 
Section 6 begins with an example of a compact dynamical system F, and 
a positive semigroup X, such that ST satisfies the C-spectrum condition but 
fails to be inner. We then define the special class of coset-free positive 
semigroups, roughly those that contain no “lines.” If a semigroup totally 
orders the dual group of G, then it is coset-free if and only if the ordering is 
archimedean. The main results in the section are that if F = (9, G, a) is a 
compact V-dynamical system, C is a coset-free positive semigroup in Z, 
and either (i) 5%’ is type I or (ii) the order intervals [-a, u] are finite for 
u E C, then F is L-inner if and only if it satisfies the E-spectrum condition 
(Theorems 6.11 and 6.16). 
If R is a Hilbert space, 9(X) denotes the von Neumann algebra of 
bounded linear operators on X. Projection means self-adjoint projection, 
and we identify projections with their ranges. If P is a projection, P’ denotes 
the orthogonal complement of P in 3. If (A i 1 i E Z} is a collection of subsets 
of z, then [A i ( i E Z] will denote the norm closed linear span of their union. 
If 2 is a von Neumann algebra on X’, then we denote the center of 5P by 
Z(9), the unitary group of 5P by g(2), the set of projections in 5%’ by 
Y(S), the cornmutant of 5%’ by &?, and the predual of 5P by 5%‘*. If 
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(4 1 i E I) is a collection of subsets of 9, then [d ] i E Z]0-w denotes the u- 
weakly (=ultraweakly) closed linear span of their union. 
We will use without reference results from harmonic analysis on locally 
compact abelian groups, and from the theory of von Neumann algebras. A 
good reference for the former is Rudin [23], while an obligatory reference for 
the latter is Dixmier [7]. 
2. SPECTRAL SUBSPACES 
Let G be a locally compact abelian group, let .5@ be a von Neumann 
algebra (on a Hilbert space S), and let a be a homomorphism of G into 
Aut(SP), the group of *-automorphisms of 9. If a is continuous when 
Aut(S) is given the topology of pointwise u-weak (Eultraweak) 
convergence, we say the triple ST = (9, G, a) is a W-dynamical system 
(see [ 111 for the connection with commutative dynamical systems). In the 
rest of this paper, dynamical system will always mean V-dynamical system 
and automorphism will mean *-automorphism. If G is compact, we say .Y is 
a compact dynamical system. 
A very useful tool in the study of dynamical systems is the theory of 
spectral subspaces, developed by Arveson in 1972 in [ 11, and later expanded 
by Connes, Olesen, and others. We will first recall some of the basic 
definitions and results of the theory, mainly to establish notation. A good 
source for most of the material used here is Oleson’s survey article [22]. 
Let .F = (9, G, a) be a dynamical system. If f E L’(G) and A E 9, the 
S-valued integral 
(where dg is Haar measure) is well defined, and a(f) is a a-weakly 
continuous bounded linear operator on 9 [ 1, 1.41. Moreover, the action 
(f, A) + adf)A makes S’ into an L’(G)-module, with Ila(f)A II< llfll [IA )I. 
The spectrum sp a of a is a subset of the dual group f of G: 
sp a = (y E Z] &) = 0 for every f E L’(G) such that a(f) = O), 
where 
and g, y + (g, y) is the dual pairing of G and Z. 
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For A E 9, the spectrum sp, A of A is defined by 
sp,A = W~I~(Y)=W-E~,J, 
where IA = (fE L’(G) 1 adf)A = 0). 
If E c r, the spectral subspace 9’(E) corresponding to E is the u-weakly 
closed linear span of {A E 9’ 1 sp, A c E}. If E is closed, then we simply 
have 9=(E) = (A E 9 ] sp, A c E) [22, 2.3.3(i)]. If E consists of a single 
point y, we denote SO(E) by SP(y). The subspaces 9”(y), y E r, are called 
spectral eigenspaces, since 
~“(Y)={AE~I~~,(A)=(~,Y~~V~EG} 
[22, 2.3.8(iv)]. In particular, Se(O) = {A E 9 ( a,(A) = A Vg E G} is the 
fixed-point algebra of X. Note that S’=(O) is a von Neumann subalgebra of 
9. 
Where no confusion will result, we write 9(E) instead of 9”(E), E c r, 
and we set 5P0 =9(O), Z,=Z(9,,), Z= Z(9), and S,= 9(Z,). A 
dynamical system Y is said to be trivial if a, is the identity automorphism 
for each g E G. Note that Y is trivia1 09 = 9,, o sp a = (0). 
Let P E S(gO). Then the reduced algebra SP = P9P is left globally 
invariant by each ap, so we can define an *-automorphism ai on SP by 
restricting ag to SP. It is clear that -SrP SE (SP, G, a’) is again a dynamical 
system. For E c r, P E 9(5P0), we will write S”(E) in place of (S’p)up(E). 
The next proposition will prove to be very useful in the last half of this 
paper. 
PROPOSITION 2.1 [3,2.1.3(e)]. Let .F be a dynamical system, 
P E 9(S0). Then S’(E) = 9(E) n Sp = PS(E)P. 
Now suppose Y is a compact dynamical system, so G is a compact 
group. Then r is discrete, and this greatly simplifies the spectral theory. For 
y E r, let 
e,(g) = (g, 19, (2.1) 
where the bar denotes complex conjugation, Then e, EL’(G), and py = a(e,) 
is well defined. The following proposition is easily verified. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let y, A E r, y # 1. Then 
6) j@ = S(Y), 
(ii) /v/A = 0 and @,J2 = p,,. 
Note that if G is not compact, then the projections jV are not available, 
and, in fact, it is often the case that 9(y) = (O), y # 0. In contrast to this, 
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when G is compact, each spectral subspace of a can be built up from 
spectral eigenspaces : 
PROPOSITION 2.3 [22,2.3.4(ii)]. Suppose F is a compact dynamical 
system, and EcT. Then 9(E) = [Z(r)lv E El”-“. In particular, 
23 = [.9(y) 1 y E ry- w. 
The next proposition implies that a compact dynamical system is uniquely 
determined by its spectral eigenspaces. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let 5 = (9, G, a), Fz = (9, G, /I) be compact 
dynamical systems. If 9”(y) c gB(r) Vy E r, then a = j3. 
Proof: Suppose ZP”(r) c so(y), y E r. Then for any subset E c r, 
9”(E) E S?(E), by Proposition 2.3. For g E G, p E 9’*, define @p E 9* 
by @p)(A) =p@,(A)), A E 9. Then by [ 12, Corollary 41, the map g -+p,*p 
moves continuously in the norm of 9*. The conclusion now follows by 
combining Proposition 1.6 of [ 1 ] and Lemma 2.3.11 of [22]. 1 
Remark 2.5. Let Y be a compact dynamical system; then for A E iR, 
the X-Fourier transform Ya(A) of A is the 9-valued function on r defined 
by 
F,@)(Y) =bvA. 
If 9 = L”(G), and (a,f)(h) =f(h -g), fE La(G), g, h E G, then 
F,( f )(y) =3(y) e,, y E r, so F, is the usual Fourier transform. In this case, 
it is well known that f is the u-weak limit of certain linear combinations of 
the functions F,(f)(y) (e.g., if G is the circle group {z E C ] IL] = l), then f 
is the a-weak (=weak-*) limit of its Cesaro means). The same is true for any 
compact dynamical system. In fact, if {fi}i,, is a bounded approximate unit 
for L’(G), then for each iEI and A E 9, the sum Cvcr&y) F,(A)(y) 
converges in norm, and A is the c-weak limit of the net 
{c,,,..&(y) F=(A)(y)}. A proof of these facts can be found in Section 2 of 
[161. 
3. THE SPECTRUM CONDITION 
Let F = (9, G, a) be a dynamical system, and let Rep(G, oY) denote the 
set of all strongly continuous unitary representations of G on the Hilbert 
space Z’ of 9. Then U implements a if U E Rep(G, Z’), and 
a,(A) = U,AK,, AE9,gEG. 
If U, E 9 Vg E G, we write U c g(9). In this case, we say K (or a) is 
inner. If A c r, and there is a U c s(9) which implements a, and such that 
sp U c A, we say T (or a) is A-inner. 
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This paper is primarily concerned with the question: When is ST inner? In 
the next section, we give necessary and sufficient conditions for a compact 
dynamical system to be inner. As an application, we will show (in Section 6) 
that a compact dynamical system that satisfies a certain spectrum condition 
is inner. The first results about dynamical systems satisfying a spectrum 
condition were in the one-parameter case. The best theorem in this case is 
the following, due to Arveson: 
THEOREM 3.1 [ 1, Theorem 3.11. Let Sr = (9, IR, a) be a one-parameter 
dynamical system. Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) ST is [0, a3)-inner; 
(ii) nt,o [g[t, mF1 = 10). 
The first problem in extending Theorem 3.1 is to find a replacement for 
10, co) in (i). A reasonable candidate is given in the next definition. 
DEFINITION 3.2. Let G be a LCA group. A positive semigroup S c G is 
a subset of G satisfying 
(i) S+ScS, 
(ii) S f7 (-S) = (O), 
(iii) S = int S, 
(3.1) 
(iv) S - S = G. 
Remark 3.3. Suppose S c G is a positive semigroup. Define a binary 
relation > on G by g 2 h if and only if g - h E S. Then it follows from (i) 
and (ii) of (3.1) that > partially orders G. Moreover, S = {g E G 1 g > 0). 
Note that > totally orders G if and only if S U (-S) = G. 
DEFINITION 3.4. Let jT = (9, G, a) be a dynamical system, and let 
C c r be a positive semigroup. F satisfies the C-spectrum condition if 
n [9(b+~(--c))4= t01, (3.2) 
ocz 
where C(-Z) = (y E r 1 y 6? -C). 
If C totally orders f, then C(-C) = Z\(O} = C’, and (3.2) is equivalent o 
n pqu + Z)RI = (01. (3.3) 
OS,?’ 
When G = IR and C = [0, co), this is just condition (ii) of Theorem 3.1. 
However, if C does not totally order r, then (3.3) is not equivalent o (3.2). 
We give an example below (Example 3.8.2) where (3.3) holds, but (3.2) does 
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not. In this case, F is not Z-inner, because (3.2) is always a necessary 
condition for F to be Z-inner. To prove this, we need a lemma. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let F be a dynamical system and let Z c T be a positive 
semigroup. Suppose Q is an open subset of r such that R + C c f2 (Q is said 
to be increasing). Then 
[.q2)oq = [9(w + C)Gv) co E l2j. 
Proof It is clearly enough to show that 
3ql2) E [22(w + C) 1 w E fiR]--)l’. 
We will in fact show that 
Q = U (0 + intC). 
oea 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
Combining (3.6) with [22, 2.3.4(ii)], we get (3.5), as desired. So let w E 9. 
Since R is open, there is an open neighborhood V of 0 such that w - Vc 52. 
Moreover, 0 E ,Z = int, so int Zn V# 0. Let u E int En V. Then 
w -u E R and w E (w -u) + int C. So we have c in (3.6). But for each 
wEQ, w+intZca+ZcQ, and so we also have 3. 1 
PROPOSITION 3.6. Suppose R is a dynamical system, and CC r is a 
positive semigroup. If F is Z-inner, then 3 satisfies the C-spectrum 
condition. 
Proof. Suppose U implements a, with sp U c C, and let P( ) be the 
projection-valued measure on r determined by U. Since [P(.QF’] = & it 
follows from [ 1, Corollary 2, p. 23 11 that 
ImY + w7 c V-Q + owl, YE r. (3.7) 
Let d E C, and set J2, = u + C(-C). Then Q, is open, and it is easy to show 
that R, is increasing. Applying Lemma 3.5 and (3.7), we get 
[SqQJGq = [9(w + c)? 1 Co E a,] E [P(w + cj9?@ 10 E n,]. 
But Q, is increasing, so 
[9(u + C(-C))jM] c [P(u + C(-C)pq u E c. 
Hence it is enough to show that 
,?, I& + C(-~))apl = PI. 
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For each u E Z, let E, = c + C(-int C). Then B, c E, and E, is closed, so 
we will be done if we can show nopr E, = 0. Suppose not, and let 
YE nuer E,. Since T=C-C and ,?+intZcintZ, we can find u,, 
a,EintC such that ~=a,--u2. Then y E E,, = u, + C(-int C). But 
y-u, = -uz E - int C, so we have a contradiction. I 
Note that we needed to assume C -C = r in the proof of Proposition 3.6. 
This is the reason we include (3.1)(’ ) iv in the definition of a positive 
semigroup. Moreover, we did not need to assume U c %(A?) in the proof of 
Proposition 3.6. So, in fact, we have shown that if there is a CJ E Rep(G, 3) 
such that sp U c C, and II implements a, then Y satisfies the C-spectrum 
condition. 
Remark 3.7. Both the definition of C-inner and of the Z-spectrum 
condition depend on the Hilbert space 2’ on which 5%’ is realized. However, 
if 7c is a faithful, unital, u-weakly continuous *-representation of 9 on 
another Hilbert space 3, then we can define another dynamical system 
XT = (r(9), G, p) by setting 
P&o)) = Ha,(A )I, AES,gEG, 
and it is clear that XZ is d-inner (satisfies the C-spectrum condition) if and 
only if F is d-inner (satisfies the C-spectrum condition). 
EXAMPLE 3.8. Let G be a compact group. For each subset A c I-, we are 
going to construct a representation of G on 9(Z’(A)) by *-automorphisms. 
So let A c r be fixed, and set Z = Z’(A), 2 = .2’(X). For each y E A, let P, 
be the projection onto the one-dimensional subspace of 2’ spanned by xv, 
where {x,, 1 y E A} is the usual basis for 2’. If we let P, = 0, y 4 A, then we 
can define U E Rep(G, 3) by setting 
u,= c (&Y)P,v gE G. (3.8) 
vsl- 
In particular, Ugxv = (g, y) x,, y E r. Let a, = U, Up, be the group of *- 
automorphisms of 9 implemented by U. Then X = (9, G, a) is a 
dynamical system, and if y, 1 E A, A E 2, 
@,(A ) x, y xJ = (g, A- Y)@x,, XA>~ gE G. (3.9) 
Now suppose p E r, A E 901). Then for y, A E A, (3.9) becomes 
(g,~)(Ax,, x.J = k, 2 - ~K4~x.t)~ gE G. (3.10) 
It is immediate from (3.10) that (Ax,,, x.~) = 0 unless 2 = y +p, so AP, = 
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P,+,AP,, y E A. The argument just given can be reversed, and we conclude 
that for p E r, 
AE9~)~AP,=P,+,AP,, for every y E A. (3.11) 
For each p E r, we can define a shift operator S, on X by SUxy = x,+, , 
yE A, where we set x,+, = 0 if 1’ +,u f.Z A. We see from (3.11) that 
S, E J?@). Thus if A E Z%‘(O), then S,A E 901) Z’(O) z 901). Moreover, 
for each yE A, S,Sp,P,+, = P,,,, so if A E 3?(y), A = S,(S-,A). Hence, 
9i.u) = s, WO), ,u E r. (3.12) 
It follows from (3.12) that 
l.%pP7 = [S,~] = [evtu I YE Al,. P E I-. (3.13) 
If A is a nonempty subset of A, then we can make an obvious identification 
between [e, 1 y E A] and I’(A). With this identification, and the convention 
that f’(0) = (O}, (3.13) becomes 
[~@Fl= /‘((A + PU) n A), jl E I-. (3.14) 
Moreover, if E c r is any subset, then it follows from Proposition 2.3 that 
[9(E)X] = [9’(y)? ] y E E]. Combining this with (3.14), we have 
[9(E)T] = f2((E + A) A A), E c r. (3.15) 
EXAMPLE 3.8.1. If A = C, where C is a positive semigroup in r, and 
3 = (9, G, a) is the dynamical system constructed above, then by its 
construction, 3 is C-inner. In this case, it is easy to show directly [using 
(3.15)] that Y satisfies the Z-spectrum condition. 
EXAMPLE 3.8.2. Let G = T2, where T is the circle group. Then r= Z2, 
where Z denotes the integers. Let A c r be the “y-axis,” i.e., A = ((n, m) E 
r 1 n = O}, and let K = (9, T2, a) be the dynamical system constructed 
above. Let C = {(n, m) E r] n, m > 0) (so Z is the “first quadrant” of r). 
Then Z is a positive semigroup. We will show that X satisfies (3.3) for C, 
but does nor satisfy (3.2), and so cannot be Z-inner. It is not hard to see that 
A+y=AifyEA,while(A+y)~A=0ify~A.So[~(y~]={O}unless 
y E A, in which case [9(y)%] =R. In particular, if CJ E Z and o S!.! A,
then (o+Z)nA=0, and so [iqa + zpq = (0). Thus 
n OS1 PWJ +-w? = ~01~ as claimed. On the other hand, for any CJ E C, 
(u + C(-C)) n A # 0, so noer [9(u + C(-Z))R] =R, and (3.2) fails in 
a spectacular way. 
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Note that for the implementing group U defined by (3.8), we have 
sp U=AdX Proposition 3.6 implies that we cannot choose an 
implementing unitary representation for a whose spectrum is in C. We 
conclude by noting that if follows from Theorem 6.16 that for this particular 
C, a dynamical system is C-inner if and only if its satisfies the C-spectrum 
condition. 
4. Two CHARACTERIZATIONS OF INNER COMPACT DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS 
The main results of this section are Theorems 4.9 and 4.19. They give 
necessary and sufficient conditions for a compact dynamical system to be 
inner, based on the structure of $, the lattice of projections in the center of 
the fixed-point algebra. 
Let F be a compact dynamical, system. Suppose X is inner and U 
implements a, UC g(s). We know from Stone’s theorem that there is a 
mutually orthogonal family of projections (P, 1 y E T} such that U, = 
CyEr (g, y) P,, g E G. Clearly(P, 1 y E r) c Y,, . We will show below that 
each P, is absolutely fixed, in the sense that the reduced dynamical system 
&, is trivial. Every subprojection (in 9,) of an absolutely fixed projection is 
clearly also absolutely fixed. Hence, if Sr is inner, then every nonzero 
projection in 9, dominates a nonzero absolutely fixed projection. The 
content of Theorem 4.9 is that this necessary condition is also sufficient. 
Theorem 4.9 depends on the relation between X and projections in Z,. 
The conditions in Theorem 4.19, on the other hand, depend only on the 
structure of Z, and its relation with 2,, and 5I’. We first show that every 
absolutely fixed projection is minimal, in the sense that its only subpro- 
jections in Z, are central slices ( a more precise definition is given in 
Definition 4.15). It is not always true that every minimal projection is 
absolutely fixed. However, if we assume, in addition, that Zb n .J%’ = 2,,, 
then a projection is minimal if and only if it is absolutely fixed. 
Theorem 4.19 asserts that if Zb n 2%’ = 2,, , then F is inner if and only if Z, 
is totally atomic over Z (i.e., every P E 3,, P # 0, dominates a nonzero 
minimal projection). 
In this section, .F will always be a compact dynamical system. In the 
statement of results, we will often use a, YO, 2,,, etc., without explicitly 
referring to .F. 
Our first result (Proposition 4.3) is a straightforward (but useful) charac- 
terization of when Sr is inner. 
DEFINITION 4.1. Let 27 c.Y(28(2)), s a Hilbert space. An Y- 
decomposition of 1, {PA 1 i E A}, is a collection of mutually orthogonal 
projections in 9 such that C.1E., P., = I, where the sum converges trongly. 
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Stone’s theorem for a compact abelian group can be stated as follows: If 
U E Rep(G,Z’) then there is a decomposition of 1, (P, 1 y E T}, such that 
u,= c (&Y)P,9 gEG. (4.1) 
ver 
Conversely, if II is defined by (4.1), then U E Rep(G,&“). If (4.1) holds, we 
write U- (P,}. 
LEMMA 4.2. Suppose U - {P,} implements a, with U c g(9). Then 
P,E~,fore~eryyEr,P,=Oify~spU,and,forever),1Er, 
A E 9(J)- AP, = P,+,AP, for every y E r. (4.2) 
Proof. The first two statements are clear. Since r is discrete, we may 
take Z = (0) in [ 1, Corollary 2, p. 23 l] and (4.2) follows immediately. m 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let A cr. Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) .F is A-inner. 
(ii) There exists a $-decomposition of I, (P, ] y E ZJ, with P, = 0, 
y 6? A, and such that 
AP., =P,,,AP,~ y. A E r, A E 9(y). (4.3) 
If (ii) holds, then U - {P,t implements a. 
ProoJ (i) + (ii). By assumption, there is a U - (Py J implementing a, 
with U c W(9), and sp U c A. Applying Lemma 4.2 to U, we get (ii). 
(ii) + (i). Let U- (P,t. Then UC p(9) and sp UC A, so it suffices 
to show that U implements a. Let /I, = U, U-,, g E G. We wish to show 
that a =/3. By Proposition 2.4, we need only show that 5P”(n) c 5Pfl(1) for 
every A E r. So let A E 5?‘“(J). Then AP, = P,+ ,AP, for every y E r, by 
(4.3). Applying [ 1, Corollary 2, p. 23 1] to U (with C = {0)), we conclude 
that A E ,@(A) as desired. 1 
For y E r, P E YO, let C,(P) denote the projection onto [9(y) PR]. With 
this notation (4.3) becomes 
a’“(P.J = ~.~+“~“(p.~)~ LYEI-. (4.4) 
As (4.4) indicates, the maps &,: 9, + 9 will play an important role in what 
follows. These maps have a number of properties, the first of which is that 
they actually take 9, into YO. 
PROPOSITION 4.4. Let E c r, and B E 90. Then P = [9(E) BZ] is in 
4. 
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Proof. It is clear that P E 9” = 9. If A E 9(E), then AB = PAB, so, 
for g E G, a,(A)B = a,(AB) = a,(P) a,(A)B. Since a&5@(E)) = 9(E), we 
conclude that a,(P)P = P for every g E G, and so P E go. Moreover, if 
AE$,, A=A*, then AL@(E) c 9(E), so AP = PAP = (PAP)* = PA. 
Hence, P E YO. I 
Note that the proof of Proposition 4.4 does not use the fact that G is 
compact, so the proposition is valid for anq’ dynamical system. 
Remark 4.5. Since cI,:~, + -PO, we can apply C-l to C,(P), P E TO. Now 
9(A) 9(y) S S(y + A) [22, 3.2.l(iv)], so 
e 
k@,W) < 4 + ,tph n,yEr, PE.YO. (4.5 ) 
Moreover, it can be shown that each (5, extends uniquely to a normal *- 
homomorphism of Z, onto C,(l) Z, , and that for y, jl E r, c?” Cd, = C,(I) &+., , 
where the extension of ~7” is also denoted by a’,. So if C,(l) = I for every 
y E r, then each 6” is a *-automorphism of Z,, and y = (Z,, r, a’) is a 
dynamical system. We do not need these facts, and so the proofs are omitted. 
DEFINITION 4.6. A projection P E YO is absolutely fixed if Fp E 
(2pr G, a’) is trivial. The set of all absolutely fixed projections is denoted 
&a). 
Remark 4.1. For PE4, PEd(a)espaP= {O}oP9(y)P= 
g’(y) = (0) for y # 0 o Pa’,(P) = 0 for y# 0. Note that if U- {P,} 
implements a, with U c g(9), then it follows from (4.2) and the above 
implications that P, E d(a), y E ZI 
LEMMA 4.8. Let P E d’(a). Then GA(P) a’,(P) = 0 if y # A, y, 13. E r, and 
c yEr a’,(P) = C(P), where C(P) denotes the central couer of P in 9. 
Proof. Let & y E r, 1 z y, and let A E 9(n), B E 9(y). Then 
B*A E 9(J - y). Since I - y f 0, PB*AP = 0. It follows easily from this 
that cZl(P) a’,(P) = 0. Since C(P) = [&‘PG?‘], and the linear span of the 
spectra1 eigenspaces i o-weakly dense in 9, C(P) = CvEr a’,(P). 1 
Assume for the moment hat 9 is a factor. If P E &(a) and P # 0, then 
I= C(P) = C”Er a’,(P). So if we let P, =-a’,(P), y E r, then {P, 1 y E T} is a 
&-decomposition of Z satisfying (4.3). Hence U- {P,} implements a, and 
UC p(9), so .F is inner. Let A c r, and suppose further that for some 
A E r, P, = 0 if y & A + A. Then .F is A-inner, for if we let V- {Qy), where 
Q, =Pv+.t’ y E r, then V implements a, VC p(9), and sp VC A. 
Let 9 again be arbitrary. We say that ,I is a A-support index for 
P E &(a) if a’,(P) = 0 when y 6? A + A. Note that if II is a A-support index 
for P, then C(P) = C,,ed+,l a’,(P). Let &‘(a, A) = (PE d(a) (P has a A- 
support index}. It is clear that &(a, A) is hereditary; i.e., if P E d(a, A), 
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and Q < P, Q E YO, then Q E d(a, A). Using (4.5) it is also easy to see that 
&‘(a, A) is invariant under the maps EV, y E I’. We have shown that if 5%’ is 
a factor, and &(a, A) # (O), then X is A-inner. Theorem 4.9 asserts that a 
similar statement holds even if 5? is not a factor. 
THEOREM 4.9. Let jr be a compact dynamical system. Then the 
following are equitlalent : 
(i) 3 is A-inner. 
(ii) For eaery P E ..YO, P # 0, there exists Q E &‘(a, A) with 
O#Q<P. 
(iii) For every PE Y,, n Z, P# 0, there exists Q E -@‘(a, A) with 
O#QQP. 
Proof: (i) * (ii). Since X is A-inner, there is a TO-decomposition of I, 
{P, ] y E T}, with P, = 0, y&A, such that (4.3) holds. For each 1 E r, 
P., Ed(a), and if y @ A -1, then a’,(P,) = P,+.i&,(P+,) = 0, so 
P.{ E &(a, A). Let P E YO, P # 0. Then there is a y E r such that PP, # 0. 
Let Q = PP,,. Then Q E d(a, A), and 0 # Q ,< P, as desired. 
(ii) * (iii). A fortiori. 
(iii) =j (i). Let {Q, /p E B) be a maximal family of nonzero 
projections in ,&(a. A) with disjoint central covers. Then C(Q,) = 
c ycr a,-(Q& P E B, so CM C(Q,) E ,3 n Z. Thus, CM C(Q,) = 1, by 
maximality. For each /? E B. let y. be a A-support index for Q,. Set 
P, = ” a’,+ ,,(Qd 
Liz8 
y E r. (4.6) 
Routine computations (using [22, 3.2.11 and Lemma 4.8) show that 
(P, / y E r) is a YO-decomposition of Z, and that (4.3) holds. Moreover, if 
y &A, then y + y. & A + y. for every /? E B, and so P, = 0. We can now 
apply Proposition 4.3 to conclude that Y is A-inner. 1 
Remark 4.10. The following result appears in [ 14, Theorem 1.1(c)]: 
THEOREM 4.10.1. Suppose G is a separable locally compact abelian 
group, F = (2, G, a) is a dynamical system, and 5?7* is separable. Then the 
following are equitlalent: 
(i) 3 is inner. 
(ii) If 0 # P E 5$, and V is a neighborhood of 0 in r, then there exists 
QEYo, O#Q,<P, such that spaQc V. 
(The implication (ii) * (i) can also be obtained by combining 
Proposition 6.3 of [21] and Theorem 1 of [ 191.) If G is compact, then {0} is 
sw39.3.6 
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a neighborhood of (0) in r, and so the special case of Theorem 4.9 with 
A = r is also a special case of Theorem 4.10.1. However, the proof of 
Theorem 4.10.1 consists of first showing that each ag is implemented by a 
unitary in Z,, and then using cohomological arguments to show that .F is 
actually inner. As a result, it is not possible to get control of the spectrum of 
the implementing unitary group, and so the proof of Theorem 4.10.1 can not 
be modified to give necessary and sufficient conditions for F to be C-inner, 
for C a positive semigroup in f. Moreover, even in the case where A = I-, the 
proof of Theorem 4.9 is considerably simpler than that of Theorem 4.10.1. 
COROLLARY 4.11. Let .F be a compact dynamical system. Suppose that 
for each 0 # P E Y0 n Z, there exists Q E &, 0 f Q < P, such that To is 
inner. Then Sr is inner. In particular, $9 is a factor, and tfXp is inner for 
some 0 + P E .FO, then .F is inner. 
Proof. Let P E Y0 n Z, P # 0. Choose 0 # Q < P, Q E YO, such that Xc 
is inner. Then by Theorem 4.9, there exists Q, E &‘(ac), Q. # 0. But 
&(aQ) c &(a), so Q, E &(a), and 0 # Q. < Q < P. The result now follows 
by applying Theorem 4.9 again. 1 
COROLLARY 4.12. Let A c T. Then there is a unique projection 
P, E .9-, n Z such that F,, is A-inner, while qP6, L is totally-non-A-inner, in 
the sense that tf P E Y0 n Z, 0 f P < (Pd)L, then Xr is not A-inner. We also 
have that 
Pa=viQIQE:~(a7A)\. 
Proof: Uniqueness is clear. Let P,=V {QlQEd(a,A)). Then 
P,Ezj, and P, > V {C(Q) 1 Q E &(a, A)} (since C,(d(a, A)) G 
&(a, A) Vy E r), so P, E Z. It is clear that XP, is A-inner. On the other 
hand, if PE.P,nZ, O#P<(P,)‘, then d(a’,A)=PJ(a,A)P=(O}, so 
Fp is not A-inner. 1 
Remark 4.13. In [ 151, Kallman defined an extension of von Neumann’s 
notion of free action from abelian von Neumann algebras to general von 
Neumann algebras. His definition was: A *-automorphism (b on a von 
Neumann algebra .SP acts freely on Z@ if, given A E S’ such that 
AR = d(B),4 for all B E 2, then A = 0. 
If ZZ is abelian, it can be shown [ 15, 1.51 that 4 acts freely on S’ if and 
only for every P E Y(g), P + 0, there exists Q E 3(g), 0 # Q <P, with 
d(Q)Q = 0. This is von Neumann’s original definition of free action. In [9], 
Dye defined a projection P in .5? to be absolutely fixed if 4(Q) = Q for 
Q <P, Q E Y(S), and showed that 0 acts freely on S’ (9 abelian) if and 
only if there are no nonzero absolutely fixed projections in 9. 
In view of this last fact and Corollary 4.12, the following two results of 
Kallman’s are especially interesting: 
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4.13.1 115, 1.111. Let &’ be a von Neumann algebra and #EAut(s). 
Then $ is freely acting on .W if and only if whenever P E 9(2(9)) and 
$(P) = P, Q is outer on sp. 
4.13.2 [ 15, 1.111. Let Z@ be a von Neumann algebra and 0 E Aut(2). 
Then there is a unique projection P E Z(9) such that 4(P) = P, 4 is inner on 
s6, and # is freely acting on 9p1. 
These results suggest hat we define R to be freely acting if .& is outer 
(i.e., not inner) whenever P E Z n 9”. With A = r, Corollary 4.12 becomes: 
There is a unique projection P E Z n .$ such that ,&p is inner, and ST1 is 
freely acting. Note that Sr is freely acting if and only if J(a) = (0). 
It should be remarked that this definition of free action for 3 differs from 
the usual one, according to which 7 is freely acting if and only if aR is 
freely acting for all g # 0. We can distinguish between these two definitions 
by saying that F is globally freely acting in the first case, and pointwise 
free& acting in the second. Note that while pointwise free action always 
implies global free action, the converse is not true. For example, suppose 
Y = (2, G, a) is a globally freely acting dynamical system, and define a 
new dynamical system 5 = (2, G x G,P) by setting /I(,,,,,, = a,,, 
(g,, gZ) E G X G. Then 5 is also globally freely acting, since d(p) c 
J(a) = {O), but it is clear that 5 is not pointwise freely acting. 
The next corollary will be useful in Section 6, and gives a partial converse 
(for compact dynamical systems) to Proposition 3.6. 
COROLLARY 4.14. Let 3 be a compact dynamical system, and let C c I- 
be a positive semigroup. Suppose that 3 is inner. Then the following are 
equivalent: 
(i) F is C-inner. 
6) floEz[~(~ + C(-JJF] = (0). 
Proof. (i) 3 (ii). This is a special case of Proposition 3.6. 
(ii) 2 (i). Since .Y is inner, it follows from Theorem 4.9 that we will 
be done if we can show that every nonzero projection in &(a) dominates a 
nonzero projection in -pP(a, C). So let P E d(a), P # 0, and let P, = 
[9(a + C(-,Z))R], u E Z. Then P(P,)‘# 0 for some u E Z, since (ii) holds. 
Let Q = P(P,)‘. Then QE &‘(a) and if yE u + C(-C), then .%‘(-y)Q = 
s(y)* Q = (es(y))* = (0). Thus a’,(Q) = 0 if -y E u + C(-Z) o y + u & 
Co y 65 Z - u. Hence Q E d(a, Z). Since 0 # Q < P, we are done. 1 
DEFINITION 4.15. Let .M be an abelian von Neumann algebra, and. R‘ a 
von Neumann subalgebra of J (containing the identity of J). A projection 
P in ,M is said to be minimal in J relative to -4. if PM = P-4; and -I is 
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said to be totaffy atomic over A’- if for every P E Y(M), P # 0, there exists 
Q E Y(M), 0 # Q <P, such that Q is minimal in A relative to .A “. 
Remark 4.16. It is not hard to show that a projection P in A is minimal 
in M relative to -4. if and only if for every Q E 3(J), there exists 
C E 4&p”) such that PQ = PC. In particular, if J#* = {Al 1 A E C }, where I is 
the identity of -I, then P is minimal in A relative to s + ^  if and only if it is 
minimal in A in the usual sense (i.e., it has no nontrivial subprojections in 
A). If A c <%‘, 2 a von Neumann algebra, and ,I 1 = Z(S), then P is 
minimal in Yry relative to ,.V if and only if the only subprojections of P in , ,/ 
are “central slices.” 
The next result shows why Definition 4.15 is of interest. 
PROPOSITION 4.17. Let ST be a compact dynamical system, and let 
P E d(a). The P is minimal in Z, relative to Z n 2,. 
Proof. Let Q E 3,. By Remark 4.16, it is enough to show that PQ = PC 
for some C E Y(Z n Z,). Let Q, = PQ. Then Q, E d(a), and so C(Q,) = 
z: rsr &,(Q,). Now c&Q,) < G,(P) for every y E f, and Pa’,(P) = 0 if y # 0, 
so PC(Q,) = Pd,(Q,) = PQ, = PQ. Since C(Q,) E 3(Z n Z,), we are 
done. 1 
The converse of Proposition 4.17 does not hold, as we shall see in 
Example 5.6. However, the following is true: 
PROPOSITION 4.18. Let F be a compact dynamical system, and suppose 
Zb f7 S = sO. Then P is minimal in Z, relative to Z if and only if 
P E &-(a). 
ProoJ We need only show (a). So suppose P is minimal in Z, relative 
to Z, and let B E Z,. Then, since P is minimal, there exists C E Z such that 
PB = PC. So for A E 2, (PAP)B = (PAP)C = C(PAP) = B(PAP). Hence 
PgP c Zh n 5%’ = s,,, and so P E @‘(a). 1 
We can apply Proposition 4.18 (along with Theorem 4.9) to get our 
second characterization of inner compact dynamical systems. 
THEOREM 4.19. Let 7 be a compact dynamical system. Then Y is 
inner if and only if (i) Z; n 2 = 20, and (ii) Z, is totally atomic over Z. 
Proof. Suppose ST is inner, and let U implement a, UC g(s). Then 
{U,lgEG}cZ,,andAE~~oAE{U,(gEG}‘n~,soZbn~==~. 
We can now apply Proposition 4.18 and Theorem 4.9 to conclude that Z, is 
totally atomic over Z. 
Conversely, suppose (i) and (ii) hold. Let P E YO, P # 0. Then, since (ii) 
holds, there exists Q E S,, 0 # Q < P, such that Q is minimal in Z, relative 
to Z. Since (i) holds, Q E &‘(a). Hence X is inner, by Theorem 4.9. 1 
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We will give an example in Section 5 where condition (i) of Theorem 4.19 
holds, but (ii) does not (Example 5.3) and another example where (ii) holds 
but (i) does not (Example 5.6). So, in general, neither condition (i) nor (ii) in 
Theorem 4.19 is sufficient by itself. However, if 9 is type I, then condition 
(i) is sufficient. This is an immediate consequence of Theorem 4.19 and the 
following result, which is essentially due to Erling Stormer. 
PROPOSITION 4.20. Suppose X is a compact dynamical system, 9’ is 
type I, and Z c Z,. Then 9,, is also type I, and Z, is total@ atomic over Z. 
Proof: Let @ = a(e,), where e, is defined by (2.1). Then, by 
Proposition 2.2, @ is a map from 5P onto 5?,,, and @ = @. For each 
AES, 
@(A) = \ a,(A) dg. 
-G 
(4.7) 
From (4.7) it is clear that @ is a normal positive linear map, and that @ is 
faithful; i.e., for A E A!, @(A*A) = 0 *A = 0. Hence @ is a faithful normal 
projection map of 5%! onto sO, and so the result follows directly from 
Stormer’s theorem [2S, p. 471. 1 
COROLLARY 4.21. If 3 is a compact dynamical system, and 9 is type I, 
then F is inner and if and only if Zb n 9 = .Z,, . 
5. CROSSED PRODUCTS 
One of the most useful and pervasive constructions in the theory of von 
Neumann algebras is that of the crossed product. It was first introduced by 
Murray and von Neumann in the 1930s as the group-measure space 
construction, and was used to give examples of non-type I factors. Since then 
it has been extensively generalized, and plays a crucial role in the 
Connes-Takesaki classification of type III factors [3,4,28]. 
In this section we will be concerned with the crossed product X 0, I- of a 
von Neumann algebra A by a countable discrete (abelian) group of *- 
automorphisms of J. There is then a natural representation c? of the dual 
group G of r on .A’@, r by *-automorphisms. The compact dynamical 
systems x = (-lr 0, r, G, 6) so constructed will provide us with a number 
of interesting examples. In particular, we discuss examples which show that 
Theorem 4.19 does not hold if either condition (i) or (ii) is deleted, and an 
example which shows that the converse of Proposition 4.17 does not hold. 
We will first briefly review the construction of the crossed product, and then 
look at specific examples. 
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Let y(r be a von Neumann algebra (on a Hilbert space X), let r be a 
countable discrete abelian group (with dual group G), and suppose 
9- = (A, f, a) is a dynamical system. The crossedproducr ofA b~p {a,},r, 
denoted A@, r, is the von Neumann algebra on the Hilbert space z= 
1’(s, r) = (f: f --+z] Cvcr ]&)I].$ < co ) generated by the operators n(A), 
A EA, and U,, YE& defined on&by 
(44 u-)(Y) = a - “64 ) f(Y), 
(U,JW) = f@ - Y)* 
The map rc is a normal *-isomorphism of A onto a von Neumann 
subalgebra lof 90, and U E Rep(T, 2). Moreover, 
n(a,(A)) = cf”7@) up,, yET,A E-X. (5.1) 
Lets=A@,,r.ForgEG,deIineu,onpby 
&-f)(Y) = (g, Y) f(Y), y E z-. 
It is easy to see that ZJ E Rep(G,a, and 
u, $A) u-, = n(A), gEG. AEM, 
URUYU--R = (&TV Y) up, gEG, yET. 
So u,~u-, = 9, and if we set 8, = U, upg, then g= (9, G, 6) is a 
dynamical system. For ease of notation, we will write p, = 6, except when 
the dual nature of $ is to be emphasized. We note that 6 is called the dual 
acrion of G on 9 by Takesaki [28]. 
There is a nice characterization of the spectral eigenspaces of the 
dynamical system $: 
PROPOSITION 5.1 [ 18, Corollary IV.3.21. Let yE r. Then S”(y) = 
U,J = -#UP. In particular, 9D(0) = J?. 
Remark 5.2. Let a, be defined as in Section 4. Then by Proposition 5.1, 
a,(1) = Z for each y E r, so by Remark 4.5, the p,,‘s extend to a group of *- 
automorphisms of Z&Y&‘~(O)) = Z(./) = n(Z(YR)). In particular, if J is 
abelian, then @“),,,r is a group of *-automorphisms of n(A), and thus 
(n-’ I3 a” o X)“ET is a group of *-automorphisms of A’. In fact, it is not hard 
to show, using (5.1) and Proposition 5.1, that IC-’ 0 a, 0 71= a,, 1’ E I’. 
EXAMPLE 5.3. Let R be a second countable locally compact Hausdorff 
space, and let ,U be a finite positive measure on the Bore1 sets of R. Let 
.M = Loo(12,p), -0 = J!.~(R,,u). Suppose r is a countable discrete abelian 
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group, and that II is a unitary representation of r on z that normalizes A. 
Let a,= U,. U-,, y E r, and let 2 =A@, ZY Recall that a *- 
automorphism of A is freely acting if it has no absolutely fixed projections 
(cf. Remark 4.13). The dynamical system ST = (-lu, r, a) is (pointwise)freely 
acting if a is freely acting for every y f 0. .F (or a) is said to be ergodic if 
P(O)= (AIIAEC}. 
PROPOSITION 5.4 [24, 4.2.3 and 4.251. If X = (1, r, a) is ergodic and 
pointwise freely acting, then 2 = M 0, r is a factor, and .# is a maximal 
abelian subalgebra (m.a.s.a.) of 9. 
Let 3 = (9, G, u^) be the dual dynamical system of ST, and set p = ci. Set 
2z = so(O), Z, = Z(9,J and Z = Z(9). Then s0 =& so Z, = .%‘,,. Since 
J is a m.a.s.a., Zb n 2 = A@ n A? = A?= s,, , and thus condition (i) of 
Theorem 4.19 is satisfied. Since 9 is a factor, P E 9(Z,) is minimal in Z, 
relative to Z if and only if P has no nontrivial subprojections in Z,. 
Moreover, Z, =J is *-isomorphic to A= L=(Q,,B). Thus it is clear that 
Z, is totally atomic over Z 0 (0, p) is totally atomic as a measure space. In 
particular, if (Q,p) is nonatomic, then s’ satisfies condition (i) of Theorem 
4.19, but does not satisfy condition (ii) of the theorem. Hence g is not 
inner. In fact, in this case J/(J) = (O}, by Proposition 4.18, and so x is 
actually globally freely acting. 
Remark 5.5. Golodets has extended Proposition 5.4 to the case where 
J is a von Neumann algebra (on a separable Hilbert space) with a finite 
trace and nontrivial center. He shows the following [ 10, Theorem 1.7.1): if 
F = (A, r, a) is a dynamical system, where r is countable, a,, is trace- 
preserving for each y E r, and a restricted to Z(d) is pointwise freely acting 
and ergodic, then A? = J 0, r is a factor. 
Moreover, the arguments in Section 1.7 of [lo] can be easily modified to 
show that in this case we have Z(a) n A? = d Hence the dual dynamical 
system g= (2, G, 6) is inner if and only if the measure space 
corresponding to Z(A’) is totally atomic. 
EXAMPLE 5.6. Let G be a compact metrizable abelian group. Then its 
dual group r is countable (and conversely; cf. [23, 2.2.61). Suzuki has shown 
that for each such r, there is a dynamical system Y = (A, r, a), where ,l 
is a hyperfinite II,-factor, and the automorphisms a,, are all outer. (There is 
a brief discussion of how to construct this dynamical system in [ 15, 2.5(4), 
p. 7871.) Suzuki has also shown that if F is such a dynamical system, then 
A@, r is again a II,-factor [ 10. Theorem 1.5.). Since the fixed-point 
algebra of the dual dynamical system is *-isomorphic to the II,-factor . /. we 
can conclude :
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PROPOSITION 5.7. Let G be a compact metrizable abelian group. Then 
there is a nontrivial dynamical system ST = (A?, G, a) such that 9 and SO 
are both II&actors. 
If F= (2, G, a) is as Proposition 5.7, then Z, = {A1 1 E C}, so Z, is 
trivially totally atomic over Z = (AZ ] A E Cc ). But ZI, n 3’ = &? # gO, so fl 
is not inner. Thus condition (ii) is not sufficient in Theorem 4.19. Moreover, 
1 is minimal in Z, relative to Z, but certainly I & &(a), so the converse to 
Proposition 4.17 does not hold. 
6. COMPACT DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS 
SATISFYING A SPECTRUM CONDITION 
In this section we will prove that if .F is a compact dynamical system, 
and if Z is a positive semigroup in r satisfying certain conditions, then R is 
C-inner if and only if Y satisfies the Z-spectrum condition. The main results 
in this section are Theorems 6.11 and 6.16. 
We will first discuss some examples which show that some conditions 
have to be put on Z: although it is always true (Proposition 3.6) that F 
satisfies the C-spectrum condition if it is C-inner, the converse does not hold 
for all Z. The examples involve direct sums of dynamical systems. 
Let 6 = (si, Gi, ai), i = 1,2, be dynamical systems (where APi is on the 
Hilbert space q, i=l,2). Set 2==,0gZ,, R=&;O&, 
G=G, xG,, and define a=a’@a’by 
atg.d4 @A21 =a:@,) 0 4@d9 AiESi,(g,h)EG,XG,* 
Then Y = ;T; 0 x2 E (9, G, a) is again a dynamical system, and the same 
is true if we make the obvious extension to n dynamical systems. (It is in 
fact possible to define direct integrals of dynamical systems under suitable 
hypotheses (cf. [5]), but that will not concern us here.) 
If ri is the dual group of Gi, i = 1,2, and r= G, then r= r, x r,. We 
will now assume that G, and G, are compact, so G = G, X Gz is also 
compact. Moreover, if mi is the normalized Haar measure for Gi, then 
m = m, X m, is the normalized Haar measure for G. 
PROPOSITION 6.1. Let yiETi, i= 1,2. Then 
~Y(Y, 9 Y2)) = l@ 0)) if Yl#OfY29 
= ~%$) CD (0) if YI f 0, Y2 = 0, 
= {O} 63 9%,) is YI = 0, y2 z 0, 
= LPqO) @ SqO) if y,=o=y,. 
(6.1) 
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Proof: Let AEL’(G,), i= 1,2, and let f(g,h)=fi(g)f,(h), (g,h)E G. 
ThenfEL’(G),andforAOBE~,0~*, 
a(f)(A 0 B) = [ f(s, h) a,,,,,@ 0 B) dmk h) 
‘C 
=3#) a’UiW) 03,(O) a*UW). 
In particular, if (g, h) E G, (yi, y2) E r, then 
4e(Y,,Y2,)(~ 0 B) = @JO) aYe,,) 0 G(O) a*(e,,)W. 
Combining (6.2) with Proposition 2.2, we easily get (6.1). [ 
(6.2) 
PROPOSITION 6.2. Let Z, c r, be a positive semigroup, and let Z be any 
positive semigroup in r such that (Z, + y,,) x r2 cZ: for some y,, E C,\(O). 
Then if- satisfies the C,-spectrum condition, Sr satisfies the Z-spectrum 
condition. 
Proof: We wish to show that if f),,,, [.9a’(y + C(-Z,))&;] = {O), then 
[~“(CY,, 72) + CC-QW'l = ((O,O)l. Now (Y,, 1'2) E C(--z> * 
11_‘;;‘:r;) @ (Z, + yo) x r2 * -yl - y. CZ 2, * y, E -y. + C( -Z,). Thus, 
for (15, y2) E r, 
bIv Y*) + cw E: 0, - y. + c(-w) x r2. (6.3) 
Set Pg=a:@ai, gEG,. Then it is a result of Olesen’s [22, Lem- 
ma 2.4.8(ii)] that .@‘(E,) = 5?a(E, x r,) for any E, c r,. Since P(e,) = 
a’(e,) 0 0 if y E r, and y # 0, we have 
~P(E, x r2) = 2&p,) 0 (01, 065, d-,. (6.4) 
Moreover, 0 & y1 - y. + C(-C,) o y, E y. + C,, so when y, E y. + Z, we 
have, combining (6.3) and (6.4), 
~Y(Y, 9 ~2) + CC-z)F] G [~‘“‘(Y, - 1’0 + C(-Z’,)K] 0 IO}. (6.5) 
Letf=(yo+Z,)xr2. Thenf:cC, and 
n PY(Y, 9 Y2) + C(--~)Fl (YI,YI)E1 
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It is easy to find pairs of positive semigroups Z: and Z, satisfying the 
hypotheses of Proposition 6.2. In particular, if Z, is any positive semigroup 
in r,, and 
c = G,\{OJ) x r* u io, 01, (6.6) 
then C is a positive semigroup in r, and if y,, E Z:,\(O), then 
(Cl + Yo) x r* = c. 
EXAMPLE 6.3. Let 31 and Fz be compact dynamical systems, with 6 
satisfying the Z,-spectrum condition for some positive semigroup Z,, and let 
C be defined by (6.6). Then ST satisfies the C-spectrum condition, but Fz 
can be chosen arbitrarily, so 9 need not be inner. In fact, we can choose ST, 
so that ab (g,hj = ai @ ai is outer for all (g, h) # (0,O). Note that if 5 is 
inner, then F satisfies condition (i) or (ii) of Theorem 4.19 if and only if Ss; 
satisfies the same condition. 
The problem with the positive semigroup in Example 6.3 is that it contains 
a translate of a nonzero subgroup of r, that is, it contains a coset. In this 
situation the Z-spectrum condition does not supply us with enough infor- 
mation. So in the rest of this section we will be interested in coset-free 
semigroups. 
DEFINITION 6.4. A positive semigroup CC r is said to be coset-free if 
whenever A is a nonzero subgroup of r, and y E r, then y + A uk C. 
Remark 6.5. In order that Z be coset-free, it is necessary and sufficient 
that C contain no “lines,” i.e., if A E r, A f0, and yE r, then 
y + {nn 1 n E 7 } a? Z. This gives a simple geometric picture of when a 
positive semigroup is coset-free. Moreover, y + A d C e -y + A d -2 o A n 
(y + C(4)) # 0. So C is cosef-free if and only if A n (y + C(-Z)) # 0 
whenever A is a nonzero subgroup of r and y E II 
EXAMPLE 6.6. Let G ,=G2=K, SO r=r,xr,=Z2. Let z,= 
(nE:Z~n~0},1et~={(n,m)Er~n>0orn=0=m},and1et~,=~,~ 
C, = ((n, m) E rj n 2 0, m ) 0). Then C and Z, satisfy (6.6), so Z is not 
coset-free (note that C is the set of all lattice points in Z2 to the right of the 
y-axis, together with (0,O)). On the other hand, it is easy to see that Z2 is 
coset-free. We will see later (Theorem 6.16) that if Y = (2, T*, a) satisfies 
the X,-spectrum condition, then F is C,-inner, in contrast to Example 6.3. 
Remark 6.7. Suppose 2Y totally orders r, i.e., r= ZU (-Z). Then X is 
said to be archimedean if C induces an archimedean order on r (recall that a 
total order f is archimedean if for every pair of elements y, 1 E r, A# 0. 
thereisannEZsuchthatn~~y).Lety,~Er,~#O.Thenn~~y~n~- 
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yEZ\{O}=C(-Z), so nl$y for some nEEo{nl]nEH}n 
(y + C(-C)) # 0. From this and Remark 6.5, it is clear that C is 
archimedean if and only if it is coset-free. 
When Z does not totally order r, then if C is coset-free we still have that 
for each pair of elements y, A E r, A# 0, there exists an n E Z such that 
nA k y (i.e., y - nA & Z). So in this sense, coset-free is a generalization of 
archimedean. This is especially interesting because the best results in 
harmonic analysis on compact groups with ordered duals occur when the 
dual groups are archimedean ordered (cf. Helson’s excellent survey article 
[ 131, or Chap. 8 of [23]). 
Our major tool in the rest of this section will be the Cannes spectrum T(a) 
of a dynamical system jT, defined as the intersection of all the sets spa’, 
where P runs over the nonzero projections in A?~. The Connes spectrum is 
playing an increasingly important role in the study of dynamical systems (as 
well as in the classification theory of von Neumann algebras). It was 
introduced by Connes for factors in [3], extended to general von Neumann 
algebras in [ 141, and (in a less obvious way) to C*-algebras in [21]. Connes 
showed in [3] that r(a) is a closed subgroup of r, and that 
z-(a)=0 {spaPIPE9,,P#o}. (6.7) 
Moreover, it is easy to show that if 0 # P E S,, then 
r(oP)=n {spaQIQE90,0#Q<P). (6.8) 
PROPOSITION 6.8. Let ST be a dynamical system, and let Z c r be a 
coset-free positive semigroup. If .F satisfies the C-spectrum condition, then 
r(a’) = {0 } for every P # 0 in YO. 
Proof. Let P E -PO, P # 0. For u E ,?Y, let P, = [P~(o + C(-Z)) PZ]. 
Since .X satisfies the Z-spectrum condition, P(P,)’ # 0 for some u E Z. Let 
Q = P(P,)‘. Then Q E Yo, and 0 # Q <P, so r(ap) c sp aQ. If r(a’) # (O}, 
then r(a’) is a nonzero subgroup of r, and so r(a’) n (u + C(-Z)) # 0, 
since Z is coset-free. Thus 
sp aQ n (a + C(-C)) # 0. (6.9) 
Since u + C(-Z) is open, (6.9) implies that ZPQ(u + C(-Z)) # (0) [22. 
Proposition 2.4.11. But 2Q(u + C(-C)) = QA?(u + C(-Z))Q = QP9’(u + 
C(4)) PQ = (0). S o we get a contradiction, and thus r(aP) = (0). 1 
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PROPOSITION 6.9. Let X be a compact dynamical system. Then the 
following are equivalent: 
(i) z;n.9=30. 
(ii) I(a’) = {O ]for every P E YO, P f 0. 
Proof. (i) * (ii). Let P E -PO, P # 0, and suppose 1 E r(aP). We will 
show A =O. Let Q E -PO, and let Q, = Q’Pd.&(PQ). Then, by (4.5), 
G-,,(Q,) < cr’-,(&*(PQ)) < PQ, so Q,fi-.k(Q,) = 0, and thus -14 sp aQ’. But 
Q, < P, Q, E -PO, and -1 E I(aP), so we must have Q, = 0. Thus 
Q’PAPQ = 0 for A E A’(A). Similarly, since -I E I(aP), Q’PA*PQ = 0 for 
A E S(A) = (S’(4))*. Hence QPAP = PAPQ, A E 5?(A), and so PS’@)P c 
z;n9=90. If A# 0, then P9(d)P=P.9(rl)Pn90c9(n)n 
s(O) = {O). But PS’(l)P = 5Pp(,l) # {0 }, so we must have A= 0, as desired. 
(ii) + (i). Let A E Zb n .5P, and let 1 E sp, A. We wish to show A= 0. 
Note that if fE L’(G), then a(f)(A) E Zb, by [3,2.1.3(l)]. In particular, 
a@A@ 1 E Zb. Let B = a(e,)(A). Then B #0, since 1 E sp,A. Set 
Q = [B&“]. Since B E 9(l), it is clear that Q E A?. Let Q be the Z,-cover of 
Q, i.e., Q is the smallest projection in Z, dominating Q. Let 0 f P Q &, 
P E YO. Then PQ # 0, by the minimality of &, and so PB # 0. Now B E Zb, 
so PBP = PB # 0, and thus &P’(A) = PZ@(J)p # {O}. It follows from (6.8) 
that i E I(aa). But I(ao) = (O), by hypothesis, so A = 0. 1 
COROLLARY 6.10. Let .F be a compact dynamical system and let Z be a 
coset-free positive semigroup in I. If Y satisfies the C-spectrum condition, 
then z;n.9=90. 
If we combine Corollaries 6.10, 4.21 and 4.14, we immediately get the 
following theorem : 
THEOREM 6.11. Let F = (2, G, a) be a compact dynamical system, and 
let C be a coset-free positive semigroup in I. If 2 is type I, then Sr is C- 
inner if and only if.F satisfies the C-spectrum condition. 
Example 5.3, combined with Proposition 6.9, shows that r(a’) = {O) for 
every P E YO, P # 0, is not enough to guarantee that F is inner. Thus we 
have to put additional conditions on X, in order that Y be inner. One 
sufftcient condition is that 2 be type I. Another suffkient condition is given 
in the next proposition. 
PROPOSITION 6.12. Let X be a compact dynamical system. If sp a is 
finite, and if I’(aP) = {O} for every P E YO, P # 0, then 7 is inner. 
Proof. Let P E -PO, P # 0. Then sp a’ c sp a, so sp aP is finite, say, 
SP a’ = (0, Y, ,..., 7” }. Since r(a’) = {0), there exists P, E -PO, 0 #P, <P, 
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such that y, @ spa”. Since r(a*‘) = {O), there exists P, E -PO, 0 # P, (P, , 
such that yz & sp a*,. Continuing in this fashion, we get a sequence 0# P, < 
P n-, < ... < P, < P, such that Pi E S, and yi & sp a*l, i = l,..., n. Then 
sp a*n = (0}, and so P, E d(a). But 0 # P, < P, and so, applying 
Theorem 4.9, we conclude that jr is inner. 1 
COROLLARY 6.13. Suppose G is a finite abelian group, and Y is a 
dynamical system. Then F is inner if and only if Zb n 9 = go. 
Remark 6.14. Let 2 be a von Neumann algebra, and suppose 
d E Aut(s) is periodic, i.e., there is a positive integer n such that 4” = I, 
where I is the identity automorphism of 9. Let Z,, = (0, l,..., n - I} be the 
cyclic group of integers modulo n, and let ak = #k, k E Z,. Then Sr = 
(2, Z,, a) is a dynamical system, and so, by Corollary 6.13, X is inner 
(and so Q is inner) if and only if Zb n 9 = sO. Stormer has shown that in 
this case, we can replace Z; n .Q! = s,, by a weaker condition [26, 
Theorem 3.11: 4 is inner if and only if 20 is normal in 9. (Recall that s,, is 
normal in 9 if 92 = 90, where MC =J’ n 9 for any von Neumann 
subalgebra M of 9.) Note that Z;fT.JZ = Se, implies g,, is normal in 
5%‘: Z; = .S?,, =+ 9; = Z, =s SF = ZC, = ATo. However, the converse is not 
necessarily true, even for finite (noncyclic) groups. For example, in [27, 
p. 2051, Stsrmer constructs a nontrivial representation a of the Klein four 
group on a factor &? which is ergodic, i.e., ,PO = (AZ ] 1 E C}. In this case 
&@r = 9’ = &+?O, so 20 is normal in 2, but ZE = 2: = .%’ # 2,,. Hence 
Stormer’s result [26, Theorem 3.11 does not extend from finite cyclic groups 
to arbitrary finite groups. 
Remark 6.15. Olesen has shown that for an arbitrary dynamical system 
Y, sp a is compact if and only if a is norm continuous [26, p. 2261. If G is 
compact, then sp a is compact if and only if it is finite. So we have: 
6.15.1. Suppose jr is a compact dynamical system, and a is norm 
continuous. Let z c Z be a coset-free positive semigroup. Then jr is JXnner 
if and only if ST satisfies the C-spectrum condition. 
6.152. Suppose Sr is a compact dynamical system, a is norm 
continuous, and G is connected. Then Sr is inner. 
Proof of 6.15.2. Since a is norm continuous, sp a is finite. So it is 
enough to show that Z(a’) = (0) if P E YO, P # 0. Since I’(a’) c sp a, Z(a’) 
is a finite subgroup of Z. But G is a connected compact group, and so every 
nonzero element of Z is of infinite order [23, 2.5.6(c)]. Hence 
r(a’) = {O}. I 
It should be noted that 6.15.2 is true even when G is not compact [20, 
Theorem 4.21. 
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THEOREM 6.16. Let F be a compact dynamical system, and let .Z c r be 
a coset-free positive semigroup such that [-a, o] G {y E r 1 -o < y Q a) is 
finite for every o E Z. Then Jr is Z-inner if and only if F satisfies the C- 
spectrum condition. 
Proof: (3) This is just Proposition 3.6. 
(+) Let PE -PO, P#O. Let P, = [.9(o + C(-Z))Z’], u E C. Then 
P(P,)- # 0 for some u E C. Let Q = P(P,)‘. Then 0 # Q < P, Q E YO, and 
sp aQ n (a + C(-Z)) = 0. Hence sp a0 c (T -C. But sp a0 is symmetric, so 
we also have sp aQ c-a + C. Thus sp aQ c (-a + Z) n (u - Z) = [-u, u]. 
By hypothesis, sp aQ is finite, so by applying Propositions 6.8 and 6.12, we 
get that KQ = (5PQ, G, aQ) is inner. Hence F is inner by Corollary 4.11 and 
Z-inner by Corollary 4.14. I 
The hypotheses of Theorem 6.16 are satisfied by a number of the most 
common positive semigroups (in particular, the semigroup EC, of Example 6.6 
satisfies them). Moreover, Theorem 6.11 applies to any coset-free positive 
semigroup. However, if C is a coset-free positive such that [-a, u] is infinite 
for some u, and if 9 is not type I, then it is not known whether every 
dynamical system Sr = (9, G, a) satisfying the Z-spectrum condition is 
inner. 
EXAMPLE 6.17. Let G = T2, and let 1 be a line of irrational slope in 
Zz = r which passes through the origin. Let C consist of 0 together with all 
the lattice points in Z2 to the right of the line 1. Then 2: is a positive 
semigroup, C U (-2) = r, and Z is archimedean [23, 8.1.71, and so is coset- 
free. It is clear, though that if u # 0, then [-u, a] is infinite, and so 
Theorem 6.16 does not apply. Nevertheless, we can still say something about 
dynamical systems satisfying the C-spectrum condition. Since Z is 
archimedean, there is an order-preserving isomorphism w of r onto a 
subgroup of R [23, 8.1.21. This induces a continuous homomorphism 
4: IR + G of the associated ual groups; # is the unique mapping from R into 
G such that 
tm Y) = tt, v(r)), tm,ya-. 
Since I,V is injective, #(lR) is a dense one-parameter subgroup of G. If 
F = (9,T2, a) is a dynamical system satisfying the Z-spectrum condition, 
then it is shown in [ 171 that the one-parameter dynamical system 
Fe = (9, R, /I) defined by 
P,(A) = a,dA h tEIR,AE9, 
is inner. This is analogous to a result of DeLeeuw and Glicksberg [6, Main 
Theorem, p. 1801 concerning analytic measures on compact groups with 
ordered duals. Since there exist singular analytic measures (23,8.2.6], it 
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seems likely that there are examples of dynamical systems F= (9, T2, a) 
that satisfy the Z-spectrum condition, but fail to be inner. All of these points 
are discussed in more detail in [ 171. 
Remark 6.18. It is natural to ask whether Theorem 6.16 remains true 
when G is an arbitrary locally compact abelian group, and C is a coset-free 
positive semigroup such that, for u E C, [-a, a] is compact. The author has 
shown that if G is second countable, 9’ is a factor, 9* is separable, and 
Z c r is such a coset-free semigroup, then if Sr satisfies the C-spectrum 
condition, F is inner. However, the proof uses Theorem 4.10.1, and so does 
not show that X is C-inner. It seems quite probable, though, that both 
Corollary 4.14 and Theorem 6.16 hold in this generality. 
Note added in proof: Since this article was written, the author has shown that 
Corollary 4.14 is valid for arbitrary locally compact abelian groups and positive semigroups. 
Hence Theorem 6.16 is true under the hypotheses of Remark 6.18 (with “finite” replaced by 
“compact”). Moreover, if G is also connected, the separability conditions and the requirement 
that .%’ be a factor can be deleted. These results appear in [ 29 1. The author has also shown (in 
the final version of [ 171) that if G is a compact abelian group with archimedean ordered dual 
f, if Z is the positive part of r, and if G is not isomorphic to the circle group, then there are 
dynamical systems which satisfy the Z-spectrum condition, but are freely acting (and so not 
inner). 
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